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Elastic Rate Limiting for Spatially Biased
Wireless Mesh Networks

Vincenzo Mancuso, Omer Gurewitz, Ahmed Khattab and Edward W. Knightly

Abstract—IEEE 802.11-based mesh networks can yield a
throughput distribution among nodes that is spatially biased,
with traffic originating from nodes that directly communica te
with the gateway obtaining higher throughput than all other
upstream traffic. In particular, if single-hop nodes fully utilize
the gateway’s resources, all other nodes communicating with the
same gateway will attain very little (if any) throughput.

In this paper, we show that it is sufficient to rate limit the
single-hop nodes in order to give transmission opportunities to
all other nodes. Based on this observation, we develop a new rate
limiting scheme for 802.11 mesh networks, which counters the
spatial bias effect and does not require, in principle, any control
overhead.

Our rate control mechanism is based on three key techniques.
First, we exploit the system’s inherent priority nature and control
the throughput of the spatially disadvantaged nodes by only
controlling the transmission rate of the spatially advantaged
nodes. Namely, the single-hop nodes collectively behave asa proxy
controller for multi-hop nodes in order to achieve the desired
bandwidth distribution. Second, we devise a rate limiting scheme
that enforces a utilization threshold for advantaged single-hop
traffic and guarantees a small portion of the gateway resources
for the disadvantaged multi-hop traffic. We infer demand for
multi-hop flow bandwidth whenever gateway resource usage
exceeds this threshold, and subsequently reduce the rates of
the spatially advantaged single-hop nodes. Third, since the
more bandwidth the spatially disadvantaged nodes attain, the
easier they cansignal their demands, we allow the bandwidth
unavailable for the advantaged nodes to be elastic, i.e., the more
the disadvantaged flows use the gateway resources, the higher
the utilization threshold is.

We develop an analytical model to study a system character-
ized by such priority, dynamic utilization thresholds, and control
by proxy. Moreover, we use simulations to evaluate the proposed
elastic rate limiting technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A key challenge for rate control in IEEE 802.11 mesh
networks is that the total traffic originating from any node
that is directly connected to a gateway forms a high-priority
aggregate flow when competing with other traffic. That is,
for gateway-destined traffic, traffic originating from multi-
hop nodes is disadvantaged and can only use resources not
demanded by advantaged gateway-connected nodes.

In this paper, we develop a new elastic rate control method
for mesh networks with three key techniques. First, weexploit
and indeed require the distributed priority property that derives
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from MAC layer behavior. Because the low priority traffic
obtains only resources not utilized by the high priority traffic,
a rate control system only needs to control the high priority
traffic in order to control the throughput of both classes. Thus,
we design a rate control method in which the single-hop
nodes collectively behave as a proxy controller for multi-
hop nodes: single-hop (advantaged) nodes allow multi-hop
(disadvantaged) nodes to increase their rate by decreasing
their own aggregate rate. Likewise, single-hop nodes can force
multi-hop nodes to decrease their rate by increasing their own
rate.

Second, we address a critical problem in the priority system:
how can single-hop nodes allocate resources on behalf of
multi-hop nodes without knowing their demands? That is,
while a particular single-hop node is in range of a small
number of multi-hop nodes, it is out of range of many others;
without knowing if multi-hop nodes are even backlogged,
how can a single-hop node make rate control decisions on
their behalf? Moreover, multi-hop nodes cannot simply make
use of additive increasewhen their demand increases, as
they can only increase their throughput if single-hop nodes
decrease their aggregate rate. To tackle these issues, we pro-
pose a distributed mechanism that operates aGatewayAirtime
Partitioning (GAP), in which a small portion of the gateway
airtime is reserved for multi-hop nodes to signal their demand
(signaling bandwidth), whilst all nodes have open access to
the remaining gateway airtime.

Third, the amount of signaling bandwidth determines the
capability of multi-hop nodes to signal their demand and the
time needed for the rate control mechanism to converge to a
new stable state after the traffic demand changes. However, the
higher the multi-hop traffic, the lower the additional demand
that multi-hop nodes are expected/allowed to request, and,in
turn, the less signaling bandwidth is needed. Hence, when
multi-hop traffic is high, we allow the signaling bandwidth to
be used for multi-hop data traffic, i.e., we elastically reduce
the signaling bandwidth as a function of the multi-hop offered
load.

Thus, we design our rate control algorithm as follows:(i)
single-hop nodes are aware of the status of the gateway airtime
utilization, i.e., they can estimate or get notified whetherthe
gateway utilization is above a predefined threshold;(ii) single-
hop nodes agree that the aggregate traffic originating from all
single-hop nodes should never exceed a particular utilization
threshold;(iii) thus, if the utilization threshold is exceeded,
it is due to multi-hop traffic;(iv) we interpret crossing the
utilization threshold as a request for a multi-hop flow to be in
the additive increasemode.

With steps(i)-(iv), each (advantaged) single-hop node has
a means to infer whether the (disadvantaged) multi-hop nodes



want to increase their rates. With this view of the state of
both classes of nodes, single-hop nodes can set their own
rates according to rate control objectives, and, because ofthe
priority nature of the system, they have also set the rates of
the multi-hop flows.

We develop a simple fluid model to isolate and study
the aforementioned system properties of priority, utilization
thresholds, and control by proxy. We use the model both as a
means to precisely define these properties and to show that our
rate control scheme is able to converge to a desired operating
point in this simplified priority system.

Finally, we present an extensive set ofns-2simulation ex-
periments to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme
in more realistic settings than the fluid model. Our results show
that our approach achieves targeted rates similar to those of a
scheme that has perfect knowledge of all offered loads and rate
limits flows according to their ideal rates. Moreover, we show
that the very limited computational overhead of our approach
yields significant gains compared to techniques that use rate
control messages such as the IEEE 802.11s [1].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections
II and III we define the network model and the key system’s
properties, respectively. We propose our rate control frame-
work, GAP, in Section IV. We model the system’s properties
and analyze our rate control scheme in Section V. In Section
VI, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. We
overview related work in Section VII, and conclude the paper
in Section VIII.

II. N ETWORK MODEL

We consider non-mobile multi-hop wireless networks that
forward traffic to and from gateway nodes. The physical
topology of the mesh networks does not need to show any
particular structure. In contrast, theforwarding topologyyields
a set of trees rooted in gateway nodes. Thus, we consider
networks with unconstrained physical topology, which embed
a forwarding tree of degreeN ≥ 1 and depthD ≥ 2 per
gateway. In particular, we focus on a single-gateway mesh,
in which a routing protocol establishes a set of forwarding
links yielding a tree structure. Note that since the gateway
capacity is of the order of few tens of Mbps, due to the 802.11
maximum transmission rate, typical values ofD are 2 to 3,
andN ≤ 10 to ensure sufficient per-node resources.

For a particular tree, mesh nodes other than the gateway
node can be classified into two sets: a setS of nodes that
can directly connect to the gateway, and a setM which
includes the remaining nodes. Fig. 1 depicts an example of
data forwarding tree network topology. Note that the physical
interconnection is not a tree in the example.

For the sake of simplicity we consider wireless nodes
equipped with a single half-duplex radio. Nodes in the two sets
S andM compete for gateway access through a shared wire-
less interface. However, our approach can be easily extended
to multiple-radio nodes. In fact, it would suffice to logically
decompose the network into groups of wireless transceivers,
each group using a single 802.11 channel, and apply our
analysis to each group separately.

We assume that no peer-to-peer traffic is allowed within
the mesh, i.e., all non-gateway nodes can open connections

GW

set
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Fig. 1. A possible network topology. Solid and dotted lines represent data-
forwarding and non-data-forwarding links, respectively.Data-forwarding links
form a tree which is rooted in the gateway node.

with the gateway or with remote Internet nodes only. Since
we are only interested in those performance factors that are
originating in the mesh network, we do not consider the effects
of the connection path between the gateway and any other
remote Internet node. Hence, for the sake of simplicity, we
model all downstream flows as originating at the gateway,
and all upstream flows as terminating at the gateway node.
However, in the rest of the paper we focus on the performance
of upstream flows only. This assumption is motivated by the
fact that previous work already showed that downstream traffic
impairments do not arise in case of UDP, and TCP performs
very similarly both upstream and downstream [2].

Hence we look at the upstream gateway capacity as a
fixed bandwidth and define the upstream gateway airtime
utilization,U(t), as the amount of time the gateway transceiver
is active or deferring due to other data transmissions within its
carrier sense range. The time the gateway spends in idle state
or counting down its backoff counter represents unutilized
gateway airtime. All nodes are assumed to be using the
same rate for data packet transmissions, thus gateway airtime
utilization is equivalent to the consumed bandwidth.

Finally, we refer to flowi as the aggregate traffic originating
from nodei (i.e., flow i includes all upstream flows originated
by nodei, but does not include traffic forwarded on behalf of
other nodes). We denote byRi(t) the rate at which nodei
throttles flowi at time t.

III. C HARACTERIZING 802.11 FORWARDING TREES

In this section, we identify three fundamental properties of
802.11 mesh networks that affect our rate control design.

A. Distributed Approximate Priority Property

A number of studies have described the uneven distribution
of bandwidth among flows in multi-hop wireless networks
(e.g., [3], [4], [5]). Specifically, due to spatial bias some
flows can capture more resources than others. In wireless
mesh networks, the spatial orientation of flows going to and
from the gateway can further exacerbate severe throughput
imbalances, giving higher bandwidth to nodes that are closer
to the gateway. In particular, the most advantaged nodes arethe
ones directly connected to the gateway (one hop away from
it), hence whenever nodes in the single-hop and multi-hop
node sets compete for accessing the tagged gateway interface,
the distributed traffic originating at all nodes in the single-
hop setS is of almost-strict priority in accessing the gateway



resources compared to the traffic originating at nodes inM.
Thus, the traffic originating at any member of the multi-hop
setM can only access the residual gateway resources not used
by all nodes of the single-hop setS. Hence, if the combined
demands of all nodes in the single-hop node setS consume
all of the available gateway resources, the traffic originating
at any multi-hop node inM will not be able to access the
gateway resources. We refer to such a system as adistributed
approximate priority systemwherein the distributed load of
the setsS andM are the high priority and the low priority
traffic entities, respectively.

In order to demonstrate thedistributed approximate priority
systemwe performed an experiment using mesh nodes running
LocustWorld open-source mesh networking software. Each
mesh node is equipped with a single SMC 2532-b IEEE
802.11b wireless interface operating at the 2.4 GHz ISM band
with maximum transmission power of 24 dBm. The physical
layer rate is set to 11 Mbps. We use such nodes to realize the
network topology shown in Fig. 2(a) in an indoor environment.
We useiperf to generate traffic at source nodes. The duration
of each experiment run is 120 seconds. In the experiment we
gradually increase the offered load of nodeS2 from 128 Kbps
up to 6 Mbps in 512 Kbps steps. The multi-hop nodeM1

carries backlogged traffic. NodeS1 does not offer any traffic
and just forwards nodeM1’s traffic.
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(a) Single competing flow. (b) Six distributed competing flows.

Fig. 2. Examples of topologies of a two-hop node competing with single-hop
node(s). Dotted lines indicate that connected nodes are within sensing range.

Fig. 3 depicts the throughput of each flow as well as
the gateway utilization versus the single-hop node’s offered
load, both for UDP and TCP traffic. The single-hop node’s
received throughput is almost equal to its demands regardless
of whether the two-hop node’s offered load is backlogged.
Thus, the single-hop node’s traffic has almost-strict priority
in accessing the gateway resources (a perfect strict priority
system would yield theY = X dashed line until saturation).
Meanwhile, the two-hop node’s traffic can only partially utilize
the gateway airtime that is not utilized by the single-hop node’s
traffic.1 When both flows are continuously backlogged, the
single-hop traffic utilizes almost all of the gateway airtime,
thereby starving the two-hop node. When we added a three-
hop node to the two-hop branch (not shown here), we observed
similar behavior. Note that the transmissions of the two-hop
nodes inM include both the locally generated and forwarded
traffic. Thus, when the two-hop nodes are of approximate
low priority in accessing the gateway, all the multi-hop traffic
is of approximate low priority when competing with single-
hop traffic. We repeat similar experiments using thens-2
simulator with the default 802.11 parameters on a broader set
of topologies such as the topology depicted in Fig. 2(b). The

1Gateway utilization drops when both flows share the gateway due to time
spent in contention, collisions, and collision resolution.
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(a) UDP traffic. (b) TCP traffic.

Fig. 3. Experimental demonstration of 802.11 approximate priority property.

results show similar trend as the one presented in Fig. 3, i.e.,
the existence of almost-strict priority in accessing the gateway
airtime for single-hop traffic, whenever competing with a two-
hop node. These results are presented in [6].

The two other properties which inspire our flexible rate
control mechanism, relate to congestion around the gateway.

B. Gateway Airtime Saturation Property

The second property asserts that, assuming all links transmit
at the same rate, a congested link in a single gateway topol-
ogy (possibly a few hops away from the gateway) indicates
congestion around the gateway (e.g., gateway airtime must be
saturated). The reasoning is that since we assume that all traffic
is going to and from the gateway, the congested link traffic
also originates or terminates in the gateway. Hence, eitherthe
traffic traversing the congested link propagates all the wayto
the gateway, which implies congestion around the gateway, or
the traffic cannot propagate all the way to the gateway due to
some other congested region closer to the gateway. Extending
the same argument will let us conclude that the congestion is
localized in the vicinity of the gateway.

C. Proxy Control Property

The third property, which relates to the first two, asserts that
enforcing free airtime in the extended gateway neighborhood
will give nodes in setM some transmission opportunities.
Therefore, the single-hop nodes can act as a distributed proxy
which controls the transmission opportunities of multi-hop
nodes.

The reasoning for this property is based on the spatial reuse
property in multi-hop topologies, i.e., nodes two and three
hops away from the gateway can utilize the free gateway
airtime to get some channel access, given that the single-
hop nodes left same gateway airtime unused. Nodes four hops
away from gateway can transmit simultaneously with single-
hop nodes, which force two-hop nodes to backoff, and, in
turn, provide four-hop nodes with transmission opportunities.
This spatial reuse argument can be extended to nodes which
are further away from the gateway. Obviously, since hidden
nodes cannot coordinate their channel access, distance from
the gateway is in inverse proportion to successful transmission
opportunities.

IV. GAP: GATEWAY A IRTIME PARTITIONING THROUGH

ELASTIC RATE L IMITING

We now introduce an elastic rate limiting strategy for single-
hop nodes, that exploits the network characteristics presented



in Section III. The proposed strategy is namedGateway
Airtime Partitioning (GAP) since it yields an airtime partition
between gateway resources that can always be used by any
node and resources that should be reserved for multi-hop
demand indication.

A. GAP Framework

According to their unique system characteristics identified
in Section III, we pose the rate control problem in 802.11
multi-hop trees as by which means to achieve an arbitrary
bandwidth distribution between the two spatially biased node
setsS and M, given their time-varying demand. GAP rate
control objective is to ensure minimum rates that would be
guaranteed under saturation load conditions, and to fairlyshare
unused resources among all competing nodes. The distinct
nature of our rate control problem comes from the approximate
priority property of the spatially advantaged node setS that
allows its distributed demands to be almost fully served,
irrespective of the demands of the spatially disadvantagednode
set M. The demands of the disadvantaged multi-hop nodes
can only utilize the gateway airtime that is not used by the
advantaged node setS.

Our new rate control approach is to have the set of single-
hop nodes collectively behave as a proxy controller for multi-
hop nodes. Thus, the main challenge in GAP is how can single-
hop nodes allocate resources on behalf of multi-hop nodes
without knowing their demands. Nodes inS should neither
leave gateway resources more than the demands of nodes in
M nor less thanM’s minimum guaranteed rate. Moreover,
nodes inS can neither infer the demands nor observe the
throughput of all nodes inM due to the distributed nature
of the network, and since we do not flood the network with
per-node control messages.

Our GAP framework is based on two fundamental ideas.
First, we have all nodes in the spatially advantaged node set
agreeing that the combined gateway airtime utilization of their
locally generated traffic, not including forwarded traffic,is
limited to a particular threshold, rather than the entire gateway
airtime. Consequently, spatially disadvantaged nodes’ traffic
can always use the residual gateway airtime for successful
data transmissions (either from a two-hop node inM to a
node in S, or a node inS forwarding a multi-hop packet
to the gateway). Since all nodes inS are aware that their
traffic’s should not exceed a predefined threshold, nodes in
S interpret the excess gateway airtime utilization as only due
to transmissions of multi-hop traffic. Hence, the only piece
of information that nodes inS need is whether the gateway
airtime utilization exceeded the threshold. This information
might be encoded into a 1-bit message that ishigh when
the traffic threshold is exceeded, and otherwise islow. This
message might be sent from the gateway to all nodes inS, e.g.,
by encoding the bit into a currently unusedsubtype valuein
the Frame Control field of the 802.11 ACK, or by including
a traffic indicator field in beacons regularly transmitted by
the gateway, or also by allowing the gateway to transmit a
new type of management frame, newly defined for traffic
indication. Another way to obtain the same information on the
gateway airtime utilization might consist in letting single-hop

nodes estimate the gateway activity by overhearing gateway’s
ACKs. This approach is in principle possible at single-hop
nodes, but is particularly prone to estimation errors due to
frame collisions and failures in decoding some ACKs, e.g.,
due to variations in the SNR, not all single-hop nodes might
be able to decode gateway’s ACKs transmitted at the highest
modulation rate. In both ways, explicitly or implicitly, each
single-hop node obtains agateway utilization indicator IU ,
whose binary value ishigh if the bandwidth reserved for multi-
hop traffic is in use.

We define the disadvantaged-flowSignaling Bandwidth,
BD = γU∗, γ << 1, as a small portion of the system’s
resources that nodes inS collaboratively agree not to use
for the transmission of their locally generated traffic to the
gateway. Instead, this bandwidth will be used exclusively by
the set of spatially disadvantaged flows. Any flow originating
at a node inM will use this bandwidth to transmit data,
thereby, expressing that its current demands would like more
bandwidth, if possible, to the spatially advantaged node set
S. Consequently, the distributed single-hop proxy controller
will have all nodes inS collaboratively adapting their rates to
realize the rate control objective.

The second part of the GAP framework is to prevent the spa-
tially disadvantaged flows from misusingBD to get more than
their minimum guaranteed rate if backlogged. In fact, if we
would allow the single-hop nodes to unboundedly reduce their
rates as long asBD is partially of fully utilized, backlogged
multi-hop nodes could useBD to exclusively capture the
system’s resources, irrespective of the system’s approximate
priority behavior. Thus, we design GAP to not allow nodes
in S to reduce their rates iftheir gateway utilization does not
exceed a minimum guaranteed rate.

The Minimum Guaranteed Single-hop Rate, U∗
S , is de-

fined as the minimum bandwidth to be guaranteed for the node
set S under saturation load conditions achieving a specific
distribution of the gateway airtime (e.g., max-min fairness,
proportional fairness, etc.).U∗

S is the sum of the minimum
guaranteed rates,Fi, of single-hop nodes. Likewise,U∗

M is
defined as the minimum airtime guaranteed forM under satu-
ration loads. The sum ofU∗

S andU∗
M is the saturation gateway

bandwidthU∗. These values are apriori computed by means
of analytical models (e.g., [7]) refined by measurements.

Note that adopting a minimum guaranteed rate for nodes in
S, not only prevents disadvantaged flows from misusingBD,
but also allows to tune the bandwidth effectively reserved for
signaling according to the utilization of nodes inM. In fact, as
nodes inM receive more bandwidth, less bandwidth is needed
to indicate unserved demands. Thus, even though in a heavily
utilized network themaximumunutilized bandwidth isBD,
the actual unutilized bandwidth can be reduced as soon as
more disadvantaged demands are served. TheU∗

S minimum
guarantee is the tool that we use to allow thesignaling
bandwidth to be partially used bydataflows originating atM.
For instance, at saturated load conditions, all of the system’s
resources are fully utilized and both traffic types will receive
their guaranteed rates—i.e., nodes inS will receive their
minimum guaranteed rateU∗

S , while modes inM will take
all the rest—and no bandwidth is left for additional signaling.
In general, the single-hop nodes are allowed to exploit a



bandwidth that ranges fromU∗
S to (1 − γ)U∗, the actual

limit being dynamically and automatically determined by the
demands of the multi-hop nodes, i.e., ideally:

RS =

{

(1 − γ)U∗ − λM, λM ∈ [0, U∗
M − BD] ;

U∗
S , λM > U∗

M − BD;
(1)

whereλM is the aggregate demand of nodes inM, andRS is
the maximum aggregate rate allowed for nodes inS, which is a
piecewise linear function ofλM. The corresponding unutilized
part of the signaling bandwidth, under fully backlogged nodes
in S, ideally ranges between 0 andBD:

Bfree
D =

{

BD, λM ∈ [0, U∗
M − BD] ;

max(0, U∗
M − λM), λM > U∗

M − BD.
(2)

In order to ensure that the single-hop set receiveU∗
S under

saturation loads,γ can beat mostU∗−U∗

S

U∗ . However,γ should
be much less thanU

∗−U∗

S

U∗ in order to allow single-hop nodes
to explore gateway resources more thanU∗

S .

B. Distributed Algorithm

Here we present the algorithmic details of our distributed
rate control scheme. When using GAP, all nodes inS locally
limit their transmission ratesRi(t) based on the gateway uti-
lization U(t) and the local single-hop throughput. Algorithm
1 implements the proposed GAP framework at each single-
hop node inS for Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease
(AIMD) rate adaptation model. The algorithm is invoked every
time a node inS updates its gateway utilization indicatorIU ,
indicating whether or notU(t) > (1 − γ)U∗.

Algorithm 1
Input:

IU : Gateway Utilization Indicator
Ti(t) : Throughput of Nodei ∈ S
λi(t) : Instantaneous Offered Load of Nodei ∈ S
Fi : Minimum Guaranteed Rate of Nodei

Output:
Ri(t): The Rate Limit of Nodei ∈ S

Upon update ofIU Do
1: if ((Ti(t) < Fi(t) ‖ IU == low) && Ti(t) < λi(t))
2: Ri(t) = Ri(t

−) + α
3: else if (Ti(t) > Fi(t) && IU == high)
4: Ri(t) = Ri(t

−) ∗ β, 0 < β < 1

The GAP framework is implemented via two thresholds,
namely, the maximum allowable single-hop utilization(1 −

γ)U∗, and the minimum guaranteed single-hop rateU∗
S =

∑

i Fi. γ is a positive fraction that defines how much of
the total gateway utilizationU∗ is allowed for disadvantaged
flows’ demand indication. If the maximum allowable single-
hop utilization is not exceeded, all nodes inS should haveIU

set tolow; otherwise, they all should haveIU set tohigh.
The distributed rate control process implemented at each

node in S is driven by the values ofIU and the achieved
throughput: if the gateway airtime utilization is below the
threshold(1 − γ)U∗ or the node throughput is belowFi, and

U(t)

(t)

(t)

U*
SP

q (t)

q (t)

U(t)

R (t)

(t)

U*
SP

q (t)

q (t)
(t)
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(a) Uncontrolled system. (b) Controlled system.

Fig. 4. Fluid system model.

the node demand is not satisfied, a single-hop node linearly
increases its rate byα. On the other hand, when the gateway
airtime utilization is above the(1− γ)U∗ threshold, a single-
hop node multiplicatively reduces its rate by a factorβ only if
its throughput exceeds its minimum guaranteed rateFi. Thus,
only nodes that are currently receiving more than their fair
shares will reduce their rates upon traffic overflow indication.
In Section V, we present a simple system model that isolates
the main properties of 802.11 tree networks, and uses this
model to analyze our rate control approach.

V. A NALYTICAL MODEL

In this section, we present a simple fluid model to isolate
and study rate control in a system with priority service,
utilization thresholds for inference of anunderserved state,
and control by proxy for high-priority nodes to control the
rates of low-priority nodes. Our model omits all aspects of
wireless networks and only focuses on these properties alone.

A. GAP in a Strict Priority System Model

Strict Priority System Model. Our rate control approach is
driven by the distributed approximate prioritization of 802.11
mesh networks. We present the simplest system model that
formulates this property as a priority fluid server. In particular,
we consider a work-conserving queuing system in which two
traffic flows are served via a single fluid server with fixed
capacityU∗. Since our rate control objective is to distribute the
system’s capacity between the two different aggregate flows
(advantaged and disadvantaged), we consider a single infinite
capacity buffer per traffic type as shown in the uncontrolled
system depicted in Fig. 4(a). Traffic from the buffer for the
spatially advantaged node setS has strict priority access to the
server: when this buffer is non-empty, it is drained at rateU∗.
The other buffer enqueues the spatially disadvantaged multi-
hop traffic and is served only when the high priority buffer
is empty. We consider a fluid server utilization and arrival
processesUS(t), UM(t) and λS(t), λM(t), respectively. If
no rate control is performed in the system,US(t) andUM(t)
can be written as in [8]:

US(t) = U∗
1{qS(t)>0}; (3)

UM(t) = [U∗ − US(t)]1{qM(t)>0}; (4)

where1{expr} is an indicator function which is equal to 1 if
the expressionexpr is true and otherwise is equal to zero.
Using equations (3) and (4), the dynamic equations for the
occupancy of the two system buffers are given by

q̇S(t) = λS(t) − U∗
1{qS(t)>0}; (5)

q̇M(t) = λM(t) − U∗(1 − 1{qS(t)>0})1{qM(t)>0}. (6)



GAP Rate-Controlled System Model.GAP controls the
server utilization of the low priority traffic by controlling the
rate by which the high priority traffic accesses the server.
Therefore, we add a buffered rate controller,RS(t), at the
input of the high priority buffer. Since the GAP distributed
rate control process is driven by the knowledge of the gateway
utilization, the rate controllerRS(t) is able to observe the strict
priority server as depicted in Fig. 4(b). On the other hand,
the low priority buffer has no knowledge ofU(t) due to the
spatial disadvantage of the set of nodes it represents. Due to
the strict priority nature of the system, the low priority traffic
utilization UM(t) is the server capacity not used by the high
priority traffic, and eq.(4) holds also for the case shown in
Fig. 4(b). Hence,UM(t) is controlled by controllingUS(t).

Since GAP aims at preventing the high priority traffic from
consuming all of the gateway capacityU∗, the service rate of
the high priority trafficUS(t) will be always equal to the rate
limit RS(t) in the fluid system, i.e.,

US(t) = RS(t)1{qc(t)>0} (RS(t) ≥ U∗
S , ∀t ≥ 0) ; (7)

Consequently, the high priority system bufferqS can be always
considered empty (i.e.,qS(t) = 0, ∀ t ≥ 0) under the
fluid approximation of the controlled system. Thus, the queue
occupancy dynamic equations of the rate-controlled systemare
given by

q̇c(t) = λS(t) − RS(t)1{qc(t)>0}; (8)

q̇M(t) = λM(t) − [(U∗ − US(t)]1{qM(t)>0}. (9)

B. Algorithmic Operation

For an AIMD rate adaptation model, the dynamic equation
of the high priority buffer controller is given by

ṘS(t) = α1{U(t)<(1−γ)U∗}1{RS(t)<λS (t)} +

−βRS(t)1{U(t)>(1−γ)U∗}1{US(t)>U∗
S
}. (10)

The first term in the right hand side of (10) corresponds to
an additive increase in the rate whenever the feedback signal
implies U(t) < (1 − γ)U∗. Namely, the high priority traffic
increases its rate and correspondingly decreases the allocated
rate to low priority traffic whenever the server utilizationis
below the(1− γ)U∗ threshold. The constantα is the additive
increase step size. The second term in the right hand side
of (10) corresponds to multiplicative decrease. The constant
β is the multiplicative decrease factor. The high priority
buffer controller decreases its rate byβ whenever the server
utilization exceeds the(1 − γ)U∗ threshold to allow low
priority traffic demands to be served. The dynamic equation
for the high priority traffic rate controller (10), along with the
queue occupancy dynamics in (8) and (9), characterizes our
rate rate-controlled system.

Based on the offered load, the three following conditions
drive the system to a steady state point, i.e.,ṘS(t) = 0.

(a) Light high priority traffic demands. If λS(t) is below
the minimum guaranteed single-hop utilizationU∗

S , the strict
priority behavior of the system allows the low priority demand
λM to be served up toU∗−λS . In this case, both terms of (10)
are equal to zero,λS = US ≤ U∗

S ≤ RS , andλM ≤ U∗−λS .
A full gateway airtime utilization is hence possible.

(b) Unsaturated traffic demands.If the offered load of the
high priority buffer exceeds the minimum guaranteed single-
hop thresholdU∗

S but it does not exceed the rate limiting value
RS , and the aggregate offered load is at most equal to(1 −

γ)U∗, there is no need for changes in the rate control, and
both terms in (10) are zero (U∗

S < US = λS ≤ RS and
U ≤ (1−γ)U∗). From this state, GAP allows the high priority
buffer controller to increase its rate until the overall server
utilizationU(t) reaches the threshold(1−γ)U∗, whilst the low
priority traffic can express future increments in its demands
usingBD plus the resources left unused by the high priority
flows.

(c) Saturated traffic demands.Finally, consider the case
wherein the high and low priority traffic demands are greateror
equal toU∗

S and(1−γ)U∗−U∗
S , respectively. As explained ear-

lier, the low priority traffic will keep usingBD = γU∗ causing
the high priority buffer controller to decrease its rateRS

until the high priority utilizationUS is equal to its minimum
guaranteed valueU∗

S . Thus, the system enters a steady state
in which U∗

S = RS = US ≤ λS andU ≥ (1− γ)U∗. The low
priority utilization is min (λM(t), U∗

M), and thereby a 100%
utilization of the server capacity is possible ifλM(t) ≥ U∗

M,
without any losses whatsoever due to any type of overhead.

C. Stability of the Equilibrium Points

Here, we study the stability of GAP described by the non-
linear ordinary differential equation in (10). More specifically,
we examine the stability of linearizations about the equilibrium
points. Although such a technique does not lead to sufficient
conditions for global stability (i.e., stability under arbitrarily
large perturbations), it does lead to necessary conditionsand
provides useful insights [9].

Definition 1: An equilibrium pointReq
S is said to be stable

if small perturbations from that point decay with time. This
condition is met only if the Taylor series expansion of the
derivative of the right-hand side of equation (10) atR

eq
S is

negative valued [9]. We refer to this condition asthe stability
criterion.

The following two theorems characterizes the stability of
the equilibrium points of GAP.

Theorem 1: The equilibrium points of the proposed rate
control framework are satisfying the stability criterion.

Theorem 2: Perturbations of the equilibrium points of the
system are exponentially decaying with time with constant that
is based on the equilibrium point.

Due to space limitations we only state the theorems. The
detailed proofs are available in [6].

D. Applications of the Model

In [6] we present some applications of the model. Here, we
overview such applications.

In our model we intentionally isolate the main 802.11
network properties driving our rate control approach. However,
the model allows for the incorporation of other aspects of
802.11 networks for deeper understanding of the performance
of our rate control approach. For example, in [6] we extend
the model to replace the fluid service model with the 802.11
service model presented in [4].



We also show how to deduce the values of the additive
increase and multiplicative decrease parameters that ensure the
stability of the AIMD behavior at the steady state operation
points of the algorithm.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we use simulations to demonstrate that by
using elastic rate limiting, the GAP achieves the targeted
gateway sharing with close accuracy compared to idealized
802.11s-compliant algorithms, yet GAP incurs very little or
no overhead and thus achieves higher utilization.

A. Simulation Setup

Simulations are conducted using the unmodified IEEE
802.11 MAC implementation inns-2 v.2.31 with default
parameters. The carrier sensing range and the transmission
range are set to 250m. The auto-rate mechanism is disabled
and the data rate of all nodes is set to 11 Mbps. Each
node is equipped with a single half duplex interface with an
omnidirectional antenna. We disable the RTS/CTS exchange
in order to avoid the associated overhead. We use the token
bucket filter implementation inns-2 to implement the rate
limiters at the single hop nodes. We do not simulate the
gateway utilization estimation scheme, rather, the gateway
utilization is made available to each single hop nodes via a
centralized estimator employing EWMA filter. We denotex in
GAP(x) as the amount of signaling bandwidthBD used in the
experiment. At saturation load conditions, we target max-min
fair rates for the two setsS andM.

Our benchmark is the Inter-TAP Fairness Algorithm (IFA)
[7] that is an IEEE 802.11s-like link-layer rate control al-
gorithm. In IFA, backhaul nodes periodically broadcast their
demands and link capacities to adjacent nodes (every 300 ms)
in control messages sent at the base rate (we simulate 50-
byte packets). Using such information, all nodes individually
calculate their fair shares, using the reference fairness model
presented in [7], and communicate them to neighboring nodes
in order for the fair share computation in a contention region
to be coordinated. We consider an idealized variant of IFA
that uses a global observer that measures the individual link
capacities needed for the fair rate calculations.

We present results for TCP traffic upload traffic. Other
traffic matrices including mixes of UDP and download traffic
are available in [6]. The reported results, except for the instan-
taneous behavior results, are the average of 10 simulations.

B. Tracking Changes in the Multi-hop Traffic’s Demands

In this experiment, we demonstrate the ability of the single-
hop node setS to track changes in the offered load of
the multi-hop node setM. We consider both a gateway of
degree 1 and 4 with two-hop branches. Single-hop nodes carry
backlogged traffic. The offered load of the two-hop node set
M is initially 1.2 Mbps (higher than the saturation share).
Every 30 seconds, we decrease the offered load of the two-
hop node setM in 300 Kbps steps until it reaches zero,
then increase it again starting at 150 seconds with the same
step (in the 4-branch topology, we turn off/on a two-hop
node every 30 seconds). As shown in Fig. 5, as long as the
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(a) Single two-hop branch.
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(b) Four two-hop branches.

Fig. 5. The instantaneous throughput of the two node setsS andM and
the gateway utilization while varying the multi-hop set load.

multi-hop node setM offered load is below its saturation
fair share, the single-hop node setS increases its rate for
efficient gateway utilization. However, the single-hop traffic
cannot utilize the signaling bandwidth (which is 256 Kbps and
512 Kbps in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively). Consequently,
when the offered load of the two-hop nodes increases, nodes
in M transmit usingBD such that nodes inS infer the
change inM’s offered load and reduce their rate accordingly.
Fig. 5(b) shows that tracking demand changes is doable,
even though more challenging, also when multiple single-hop
nodes are competing, and the distributed AIMD mechanism
generates higher throughput oscillations while keeping almost
unchanged the average and the aggregate utilization.

C. Topological Factors

We evaluate the performance of the GAP mechanism and
the 802.11s-like algorithm under the impact of topological
factors such as the gateway degree, branch depth, and hidden
terminals. We use three performance metrics:(i) the accuracy
of the received throughputT with respect to the targeted
throughputT ∗, defined through the error

E =
1

2

[
∣

∣

∣

∣

TS − T ∗
S

T ∗
S

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

TM − T ∗
M

T ∗
M

∣

∣

∣

∣

]

; (11)

(ii) the time to risetrise, defined as the time needed, for fully
backlogged single-hop nodes to reach the maximum allowable
gateway utilization upon switching off all the multi-hop load;
(iii) the time to decaytdecay, defined as the time needed for
fully backlogged single-hop nodes to decrease their aggregate
rate to the minimum guaranteed single-hop bandwidth, after
switching on fully backlogged multi-hop nodes.trise and
tdecay define theconvergence timeof the selected mechanism.

Impact of gateway degree.First, we study the impact of
the distributed nature of the network on the performance of
both GAP and IFA. To address this issue, we vary the gateway
degreeN while having all nodes inS in range of each other
(in order to isolate hidden terminals effect and utilization
estimation accuracy). Fig. 6 depicts the aggregate throughput
of the two node sets and the total gateway utilization for
gateway of degree of 1 and 8 and two-hop branches. Table
I lists the error with respect to the targeted rates and the rise
and decay times for these two topologies.

For a single branch topology, GAP closely converges to the
targeted rates (with 6.7% error) with a signaling bandwidth
as low asBD = 256 Kbps (7.6% of U∗), as shown in the
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(b) Eight two-hop branches.

Fig. 6. Throughput of the two node setsS andM, and aggregate gateway
utilization under saturated demands.

leftmost set of bars in Fig. 6(a). AsN increases, the amount
of signaling bandwidth needed for the GAP algorithm to
accurately converge to the targeted rates increases as depicted
in Fig. 6(b). Note that the accuracy and stability of both
GAP and IFA algorithms decrease withN . However, only
IFA causes the gateway utilization to decrease withN . Such
performance degradation of IFA is attributed to the increased
overhead of the periodically exchanged control messages.
Moreover, GAP converges to the target rate faster than IFA
as more nodes cooperate in rate control (Table I). In IFA,
nodes need more time to convey the changes in their loads to
the gateway to compute the fair rates and communicate the
rates back to different nodes.

Impact of branch depth and hidden nodes.Our results
presented in [6] extend the validity of the results presented
here to network with more than two hops, and with different
degree of coordination between nodes. Our experiments show
that the required signaling bandwidth increases with the branch
depth, and decreases when nodes inS are not coordinated
(i.e., hidden). In fact, the presence of hidden nodes slows
down the transmission rates of single-hop nodes, thereby,
more transmission opportunities occur for multi-hop nodes. In
contrast, the throughput of the IFA system further decreases
with both the branch depth and the presence of hidden nodes.

D. Robustness of GAP

The gateway utilization indication can be affected by errors
due to the utilization estimation process performed eitherby
the gateway or by each single-hop node independently. In this
set of experiment we want to observe the behavior of two
single-hop nodes (S1 andS2) and one two-hop node (M1) (as
in Fig. 2(a)), when the gateway’s resource estimation process
is affected by a random error.

We numerically evaluate Algorithm 1 in a scenario in
which all nodes are fully backlogged and single-hop nodes are
controlled by the GAP. In particular we compare the results
obtained under error-free estimation and under a±40% uncer-
tainty in each estimation. The parameters for the simulation are

TABLE I
CONVERGENCE TIME AND ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS.

Single Branch Eight Branches
Parameter GAP

256K
GAP
512K

IFA GAP
256K

GAP
512K

IFA

trise [s] 0.9857 1.0341 0.3040 0.0170 0.0224 0.3564
tdecay [s] 0.0645 0.0484 0.3867 0.0332 0.0024 0.4045

E [%] 6.7035 5.7925 5.63 32.226 15.075 13.39
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(a) No estimation error. (b)±40% estimation error.

Fig. 7. System behavior due to the GAP mechanism with and without
estimation uncertainty.

scaled to the gateway capacityU∗ as follows:BD = 0.2U∗,
U∗
S = 0.5U∗, α = 0.01U∗, andβ = 0.9.
The error-free case depicted in Fig. 7(a) shows the through-

put oscillations typical of an AIMD rate control algorithm.
After the warm up phase, i.e., soon after the last flow enters
the network, single-hop nodes never go below their guaranteed
rate (25% of U∗), and the two-hop node stays close to its
fair share (that is25% after considering that two-hop node
throughput consumes about two times the gateway airtime
of single-hop throughput). In the error-prone scenario of
Fig. 7(b), we can observe larger oscillations in the throughput,
as expected due to the large estimation errors. However, the
peaks in each throughput curve are quickly recovered by the
AIMD mechanism adopted by the GAP. Note that the average
throughput of each node remains closer to the selected share
rate, i.e.,25% for each node. Therefore, the GAP is shown to
be robust to very high estimation errors.

E. Per-node vs. Aggregate Minimum Guarantees

Finally, we investigate the performance of the GAP when
only using a per-node minimum guaranteed rate (Fig. 8(a),
representing results obtained with Algorithm 1), versus a
modified GAP version using an aggregate single-hop min-
imum guaranteed rate (Fig. 8(b), representing the outcome
of an algorithm in which the gateway utilization indication
IU is evaluated in conjunction with an aggregate single-hop
utilization indicationIS , i.e., the binary valueIU is replaced
by (IU && IS)). As well as forIU (see Sec. IV-A), the value
of the indication variableIS can be either estimated by each
node or simply notified by the gateway with an extra signaling
bit, or also encoded together withIU . In our experiment, we
consider a 4-branch topology in which all nodes are initially
fully backlogged; then, every 30 seconds, one single-hop node
is switched off after the other, until only multi-hop nodes
remain active.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, when the offered multi-hop traffic
is saturated and the load of the single-hop set is asymmetrically
distributed among different nodes inS, the adoption of per-
node utilization guarantees can cause the algorithm based
only on the maximum single-hop allowable utilization to fail
realizing the targeted gateway sharing objective between the
two setsS andM, but it conservatively advantages the multi-
hop node set whilst not starving the single-hop node set.
This is because the backlogged demand ofM keeps the
signaling bandwidth fully utilized, and thereby, nodes inS
cannot increase their rates above their individual minimum
guaranteed rate.
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(a) Per node guarantee.
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(b) Aggregate guarantee.

Fig. 8. The instantaneous throughput of the two competing sets S andM,
and the gateway utilization with different available information.

VII. R ELATED WORK

There have been significant research efforts investigating
rate control in wireless multi-hop networks. This researchwas
motivated by TCP congestion control throughput degradation
[10] and severe unfairness [11] in such networks. Early
work on wireless rate control aimed at either improving the
performance of a multi-hop TCP flow using techniques that
reduce flow self-contention and packet losses (e.g., reducing
TCP transmission rate or window size) [12]–[16], or radically
redesigning the transport protocol for multi-hop wirelessenvi-
ronments as in [17] and [18]. In addition, [2] and [19] proposed
link-layer techniques that slow down nodes along the multi-
hop path to counter TCP unfairness.

Alternatively, [5], [7], [20]–[22] viewed wireless congestion
as a neighborhood phenomenon rather a per flow problem.
Thus, nodes in a congested neighborhood collaborate in detect-
ing and resolving the congestion situation. Irrespective of the
particular mechanism of such rate control schemes, nodes in
these schemes explicitly exchange information that reflecttheir
participation in the congestion state (e.g. queue length [5],
[20], [21], or outgoing links’ capacities and offered loads[7])
in order to allow different nodes to compute their appropriate
transmission rates. Then, nodes communicate their calculated
rates in order to insure that all flows in the neighborhood are
fairly sharing the available resources.

However, none of the prior work formulates the rate
control problem in multi-hop mesh networks based on the
system properties identified in this paper. Unlike TCP-specific
schemes [12]–[16], GAP is a link-layer solution that is inde-
pendent of the transport protocol. Moreover, our rate control
approach does not deteriorate the network throughput with un-
necessary control message exchanges which can cause severe
throughput degradation over the wireless medium [23].

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this work, we exploit the specific properties of spatially
biased 802.11 mesh networks that drive the rate control prob-
lem in such systems. We present GAP, an elastic rate control
mechanism in which the set of nodes with spatial advantages,
in terms of gateway access, locally and collaboratively control
their transmission rates to share the gateway resources with
other spatially disadvantaged nodes. We present a simple
analytical model that isolates the system’s properties driving
our rate control scheme and use it to analyze the proposed

GAP framework. Finally, we use simulations to show that
GAP achieves comparable performance with overhead-prone
algorithms without deteriorating the system’s throughputvia
explicit rate control messaging.
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